ACADEMIC MODULE
WRITING TASK 1
Pie Chart
You should spend about 20 minutes on this task.
The charts below show the results of a survey about what people of different age groups
say makes them most happy. Summarise the information by selecting and reporting the
main features, and make comparisons where relevant.
Write at least 150 words.

Model answer
There are several similarities between what younger and older people say makes them most
happy. However, there are several striking differences.
Firstly, let us look at the similarities. It is noticeable that for both younger and older people,
the highest percentage says that achievement at work brings them most happiness: 31% for
the younger age group and 32% for the older group. Doing hobbies is also very important
for both groups: the second largest percentage of both age groups mention doing hobbies as
making them most happy.
Turning now to the differences, many younger people regard having a good appearance as
extremely important: 18% of them state this brings them most happiness. This is followed
by 15% who state that travel brings them happiness. Neither of these two factors is
mentioned by older people. Instead, 20% of older people report that having financial
security is most important to their happiness and 14% say they feel most happy when they
are with their family.
(163 words)

Line Graph
You should spend about 20 minutes on this task.
The graph below shows population figures for India and China since the year 2000 and
predicted population growth up until 2050. Summarise the information by selecting and
reporting the main features, and make comparisons where relevant.
Write at least 150 words.

Model Answer
The graph shows how the populations of India and China have changed since 2000 and
how they will change in the future.
In 2000, there were more people living in China than in India. The number of Chinese was
1.25 bill ion, while India's population was about 1 billion. Between 2000 and the present,
there has been a 0.2 billion rise in the number of Indian citizens. Over the same period,
China's population has increased by 0.1 billion to reach over 1.35 billion.
According to the graph, the population in India will increase more quickly than in China,
and experts say that by 2030, both countries will have the same population of 1.45 billion.
After this, China's population is likely to fall slightly to 1.4 billion in 2050, while India's
population will probably increase and reach 1.6 billion.
Thus, over the 50-year period, India is going to experience steady growth in its population
and it will overtake China. On the other hand, China's population will peak in 2030 and
then begin to fall.
(173 words)

Table
You should spend about 20 minutes on this task.
The table below gives information about languages with the most native speakers.
Summarise the information by selecting and reporting the main features, and make
comparisons where relevant.
Write at least 150 words.

The table illustrates the number of native speakers of six languages as well as the number of
speakers of these languages as an additional language. It is noticeable that the number of
speakers of Mandarin Chinese is strikingly higher than the other languages with over one
billion speakers.
People who speak Mandarin largely speak it as a first language (900 million). In
comparison to this only 190 million people speak Mandarin Chinese as an additional
language. What is remarkable about English speakers is that the number of speakers of
English as an additional language is higher than that of native speakers of English (603 and
339 million respectively).
While the total number of Hindi speakers (490 million) is roughly equal to that of Spanish
speakers (420 million); when it comes to speaking these languages as an additional
language the number for Hindi is much higher (120 million) than that for Spanish (70
million).
Native speakers of Arabic and Portuguese are similar in number with 206 million and 203
million respectively. However, the number of Arabic speakers as an additional language (24
million) is almost 2.5 times higher than speakers of Portuguese as an additional language.
(195 words)

Bar Chart
You should spend about 20 minutes on this task.
The chart below shows the number of men and women in further education in Britain in
three periods and whether they were studying fulltime or part-time. Summarise the
information by selecting and reporting the main features, and make comparisons where
relevant.
Write at least 150 words.

Model answer 1
The bar chart illustrates how many males and females have studied in full-time and parttime education in the following years: 1970 to 1971, 1980 to 1981 and 1990 to 1991.
It is clear that in all three time periods more people of both sexes were involved in part-time
education than fulltime. Overall the number of men in fulltime education rose from
approximately 100 thousand to 200 thousand, whereas the number of men in part-time
education was lower in the early nineties than twenty years earlier.
As far as women are concerned, the numbers increased in both sectors of education. The
number of part-time female students increased dramatically from 700 thousand to 1.2
million in the twenty year period. The amount of women in fulltime education went up
more gradually from 100 thousand in 1971 to just over 200 thousand in 1991. This was
similar the increase for fulltime male students.
To sum up, the number of women in both sectors increased significantly while it seems that
the rate of men entering part-time education decreased a little and was fluctuating.
(179 words)

Map
You should spend about 20 minutes on this task.
The map below is of the town of Garlsdon. A new supermarket (S) is planned for the
town. The map shows two possible sites for the supermarket. Summarise the
information by selecting and reporting the main features, and make comparisons where
relevant.
You should write at least 150 words.
Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own
knowledge or experience.

Model answer:
The first potential location (S1) is outside the town itself, and is sited just off the main road
to the town of Hindon, lying 12 kms to the north-west. This site is in the countryside and so
would be able to accommodate a lot of car parking. This would make it accessable to
shoppers from both Hindon and Garlsdon who could travel by car. As it is also close to the
railway line linking the who towns to Cransdon (25 km to the south-east), a potentially
large number of shoppers would also be able to travel by train.
In contrast, the suggested location, S2, is right in the town centre, which would be good for
local residents. Theorically the store could be accessed by road or rail from the surrounding
towns, including Bransdon, but as the central area is a no-traffic zone, cars would be unable
to park and access would be difficult.
Overall, neither site is appropriate for all the towns, but for customers in Cransdon, Hindon
and Garlsdon, the out-of-town site (S1) would probably offer more advantages.
(179 words)

Diagram
You should spend about 20 minutes on this task.
The diagram below shows the production of electricity using a system called Ocean
Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC). Write a report for a university lecturer describing
the information below.
Write at least 150 words.

Model answer
Ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC) is a system that converts heat energy into the
electric power using the temperature difference between surface seawater, which can be up
to 29 degrees Celsius, and deep seawater, which is only 5 degrees Celsius.
The main components of the system are an evacuated evaporation chamber, a turbine and
a condensing chamber. The solar energy of the sun heats up the surface water and this
warm water is introduced into the evacuated evaporation chamber, where it boils. As it
boils, salt is deposited and water vapour is generated. This vapour then drives a turbine to
generate electricity. After it powers the turbine, the water vapour enters the condensing
chamber, which is cooled by the water from the depths of the ocean. The water vapour is
condensed in this chamber, producing drinking water. Meanwhile, waste salt water is
discharged into the ocean and the process can be repeated.
(152 words)

Flow Chart
You should spend about 20 minutes on this task.
The flowchart illustrates the production of coloured plastic paper clips in a small
factory. Write a report for a university tutor describing the production process.
Write at least 150 words.

Model answer
There are four main stages in the production of plastic paper clips from this small factory.
Two of these stages involve actual preparation of the clips, while the other two consist of
quality control before the clips are sent out from the factory to the retailers to be sold to the
public.
To begin with, molten plastic is poured into three different moulds depending on the colour
required; the colours are red, blue and yellow. Once these clips emerge from the moulds a
quality control machine checks them for strength. Unsatisfactory clips are rejected. In the
third stage in the process the clips are stored by hand into two groups, mixed and single
colours. When this stage is complete the groups are checked a second time to ensure that
the colour mixtures are divided correctly into single colours and mixed colour batches.
Finally, the clips are packed and dispatched to the markets.
(152 words)

WRITING TASK 2
Social media is becoming increasingly popular amongst all age groups. However,
sharing personal information on social media websites does have risks. Do you think
that the advantages of social media outweigh the disadvantages?
Since the invention of social media, many people have been better able to connect with
each other and also to keep up to date with the lives of their friends, families, co-workers
and even celebrities, to such a degree which was previously impossible.
However, social media has its risks. As people of all ages have access to social media,
children can be exposed to adult content, and are themselves vulnerable to be approached
by strangers with unknown intentions. Even if children are sure of who they're talking to on
social media, social media's issues are not completely eliminated. Cyber bullying is
frequently reported in the news, and occurs on social media between children and
schoolchildren. This is problematic, as it means even when children are at home, remote
from their bullies they can still be bullied when they're inside their own homes.
Social media can be problematic for adults, too. People often feel comfortable posting
things on social media that they wouldn't say in real life. This can indirectly cause a bad
impression on other people, and if employers judge the nature of the content prospective
employees post on social media to be inappropriate, it can affect their chances of attaining
or keeping jobs.
As long as people are aware of the risks of using social media, and are careful to post only
respectful and respectable content, then the advantages of social media far outweigh the
disadvantages, and children and adults alike should be allowed to benefit from such
technology.
(250 words)

